Year 3 Medium Term Curriculum Overview Term: Spring 1
English: Text Focus- The Iron Man
Writing OutcomesExplanation text – how things work and how things are made.
Instructional text – how is the Iron Man put back together
GrammarUsing conjunctions, adverbs and prepositions to express time
and cause

PSHE/British Values:

Maths:

Mental Health and Wellbeing:
try something new or difficult
and know what challenge feels
like, achieve a goal, celebrate
skills and strengths

Number: Recall and use multiplication and division facts for the 3, 4 and 8 multiplication
tables, write and calculate mathematical statements for multiplication and division using
the multiplication tables they know, including for two-digit numbers times one-digit
numbers, using mental and progressing to formal written methods, solve problems,
including missing number problems, involving multiplication and division, including
positive integer scaling problems and correspondence problems in which n objects are
connected to m objectives.

British values – expectations
and beliefs

Choosing nouns or pronouns, appropriately for clarity and
cohesion and to avoid repetition, begin using fronted
adverbials, an introduction to using and punctuating direct
speech.

Measurement: money: add and subtract amounts of money to give change, using both £
and p in practical contexts.
Statistics: Interpret and present data using bar charts, pictograms and tables, solve onestep and two-step questions [for example, ‘how many more?’ and ‘how many fewer?’
using information presented in scaled bar charts and pictograms and tables.

Theme: Active Planet
Art:

PE/Games:

Begin using commas after fronted adverbials (Yr 4
Statutory)
Netball


Basketball

Adventurers
and explorers





Painting
Shadow art
Pastel techniques

History:

An introduction
Tennis.
to using and punctuating direct



a depth study linked to one of the British areas of study (Charles Darwin)

speech



a study over time tracing how several aspects of national history are reflected in the
locality (Charles Darwin)



a study of an aspect of history or a site dating from a period beyond1066 that is
significant in the locality

Non Thematic Subjects:



French: Age, ‘Where you live’, numbers 13-20 and days of the week.
R.E: Christianity: Jesus’ miracles

Geography



Useful Information for Parents:
Spelling homework will be posted on the website weekly. The words will be taken from the Year 3
curriculum list.
Year 3 are expected to practise times tables using TT Rockstars. Homework will be set on My Maths
and children will be informed when this has been done.



use maps, atlases, globes and digital/computer mapping to locate countries and
describe features studied
use the eight points of a compass, four-figure grid references, symbols and key
(including the use of Ordnance Survey maps) to build their knowledge of the
United Kingdom and the wider world
use fieldwork to observe, measure, record and present the human and physical
features in the local area using a range of methods, including sketch maps,
plans and graphs, and digital technologies.

Science: Water cycle linked to evaporation and condensation

